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REPORT 
ON 
INTERNATIONAL WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND 
COINS. 
THE lofty object contemplated by the illustrious promoters of the 
International Statistica! Oongress, of harmonising the statistica of all 
countries, for the purpose of compal.'ing their socia! and economica! pro-
gress, could with difficulty be a,ttained so long as the weights, measures, 
and coins used in the preparation of such statistics differed in each 
country. And although it is no more within the scope of statistica! 
science to consider the instruments by which the facts are recorcled, 
. than it would be in its province to promote a universal language for 
the description of such facts, such is the-amount of mechanical labour, 
the great liability to error, and the want of perspicuity created by the 
great variety of such instruments used in di.fferent countries, that at its 
very :6.rst meeting at Brussels a remedy was suggested by passing a 
resolution recommending--" That in the statistica! tables preparecl in the 
countries where the Metric System does not exist a column should be 
added indicating the metric reduction of the weights and measures 
usecl." The second meeting of the Oongress, helcl at Paris in 1855, 
held simultaneously with the great universal Exhibition, appreciated even 
more fully the wisdom of the resolution passed at the Oongress of Brus-
sels. Paris, at all times the heart ancl centre of all European countries, 
was then the piace where the industries of the world were being exhibited. 
The juries engaged in comparing the industriai progress of nations ex-
perienced the same di:fficulties from the cli.fference of weights, measures, 
and coins used by the exhibitors in their description of articles as the 
statists were meeting in the comparison of the statistics of di.fferent 
countries. Influencecl, therefore, by its ow-:~ experience and by that of 
the practical ancl scientific men then assembled in Paris from all parts of 
the world, the Oongress passed another resolution to the effect that, 
" considering how niuch the adoption by all nations of some uniform 
system of weights, measures, ancl money woulcl facilitate the compara.ti ve 
stucly of the statistics of different countries, the Oongress deem it 
highly clesirnble that such a uniform system shoulcl be pnt in_ force." 
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At Vienna the Congress clid not enter into this question, but on its meeting 
in London the sub,iect hacl become ripe for a fuller ancl more general 
discussion. By that time, too, an important International Asso<:iation 
had been organised for obtaining a uniform decimal system 0f measures, 
weights, and coins. Tbat association, which was instituted iii Paris in 
1855, under the presidency of the Baròn Jiames de Rothsehild, laboured 
much and successfully in. promoting the object by establishing branches 
in ali countries, by disseminating information on the subject, and by 
instituting the most searching inquiries on all the systems in use in 
different countries. Animated by the representations of this Association, 
the Commissioners created by Her Ma;jesty's Government iincluded this 
subject under the Sixth Section of the Congress, and desired Mr. 
Samuel ·Brown, one of your Honorary Secretaries and Member of the 
Council of that Association, to prepare a programme for the consideration 
of the Congress. That programme dwelt on the advantages of the 
decimal and metric system, showed its superior merits as compared with 
the unsatisfactory state of weights and · measures in Great Britain a,nd 
other countries, and ended with four distinct recommendations,· viz. :-
l st. The reduction of the statistica! tables published for international 
purposes into the terms of the metric system; 2nd. The adoption of 
that system by the conntries which had not yet clone so ; 3rd. A general t. 
inqui.ry into the existing monies, weights, and measures, whether local or 
customary ; aud 4th. The preparation of a report for next Congress on 
the actual system in use, and on the best means of overcoming the 
obstacles that may exist in any country to the establishment of the 
metric system. 
On the meeting of the Congress the questi on was opened in the section 
by the reading of the progammme, under the presidency of Mr. J ames 
Heywood, F.R.S., after which an animated discussion took place, in which 
Sir J olm Bow1:ing, late Her Majestv's Superintendent of Trade at Hong 
Kong ; M. Visschers, of Brussels ; Sir Charles Pasley; Professor Acken-
dyck, of La H~gue; Mr. James Yates, F.R.S.; Lord Monteagle; Mr. 
Brown, the wr1ter of the programme; Mr. J. P. Smith, M.P., and others 
took part. The first day was devoted to the weia-hts and measures, 
upon which little or no difference of opinion existed, ~nd the second was 
cle_voted to the coinage, some ~f the members aclvocating an international 
colllage, other members a nat10nal one. After much deliberation some 
unanimous resolutions were arrived at, ancl these formed the subject of a 
report to the Congress, in English andin Frencb, by Mr. Corr V."Maeren, 
of Brussels, the substance of which is as follows : -
As regards weigbts and Measures-
" 1. That i~ ~e recommen~ed that. in couutries not using the Metrical System, 
the column contarnmg the reduct10u of ali weio-hts, mettsures and values to the terms 
of the Metrica] System, according to the resolu~ion of' the firsÌ Internn.tional Statistica! 
Congress, be acldcd to the statistica] tables which it shall be decicled to be publisbed as 
internMional tables. · 
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" 2. That the Government Delegates from all countries in which the l\ietrical 
System is not in use should be requested to urge upon their respective GovernmentR 
the great adva,utages attending the adoption of the Metl'ical system in weights and 
measuFee, and that ai! changes hereafter made should have in view the bringing of this 
system into geneFal use. 
" 3. That each Govemment should be requesten to iustitnte an inquiry jnto the 
existing weights and measures, whether local, customar,v, or established by law, so that 
comparative tables may be formed, by reducing them aU to the terms of the Metrica! 
System. 
" 4. That an International Comm ission be nominated, to whom the results of these 
inquiries may be submi~ted, for the purpose of prepal'ing a Report for the next Con-
gress, on the actual systems in use, and on the best means of overcoming the obstacles 
that may exist in any country to ~he establishment of the Metrical System in weights 
and measures." 
.And as regards coins-
" 1. The simplicity, convenience, and efficiency of the Decima! System of money 
and acc0unts, recommend it for genera! adoption. 
" 2. 'l'he Congress recommend the adoption, as far as possible, or a common de-
gree of fìneness in gold and sil ver coins. 
" 3. 'l'he Congrees also recommend that the Government Delegates from ali 
countries in which a Decirnal System of Coinage has been adopted be requested to 
collect ali facts show;ng whether any or what inconveniences ha ve resulted from such 
changes, and how snch inconveniences, if found to have existed, have been met and 
' remedied. 
"4. That au International Commission be nominated, to whom the resultsof these 
inquiries may be submitted, for the pmpose of preparing a Hcport for the next Congress 
on the actual systerns in use, and on the best meaus of overcomiDg the obstacles that may 
e_xist in any country to the establislunent of the proposed changes." 
The International Oommission was then nominated, consisting of the 
following gentlemen :-
England . ... ..... . .. The Right Honourable Viscount EBRINGTON (now Earl 
Fortescue ). 
The Right Honourable Lord MONTEAGLE. 
J . B. SMlTH, Esq., M.P. 
Alderman SALOMONS, l\i.P. 
JAMES HEYWOOD, Esq ., F.R.S. 
TROS. GRAHAM, Esq., lf.B..S., Mastel' of the Mint. 
CHARLES BAB.BAG,]1_;, Esq., F .R.S. 
,JA1\1ES YA'l'ES. Esq., F.IU,. 
SAMUEL BROWN, Esq., F.S.S. 
LEONE LEVI. Esq., F.S.S., .Barrister-at-Law. 
TBEODORE RA'l'HBONl~, Esq. . 
France M. A. LEGOY'l', Director of thc General Statistica! Deparlmen'. 
M. l\'llCHEL CE.EVALlER, Conncillor of State, Senator, Meu1ber 
of the lnstitutc. 
Belgiurn .... ... .. . .. llis Excell1•.ncy, SlLVAIN VAN DE WEYER, Belgian l\foiister. 
M. A. VISSCHER::l, Member of the 13oard of Mines and of the 
Centra! Statistica! Commission. 
/)enmark ...... . .. Dr. C. N. DAVlD, State Councillo1·, lJirectol' of the Stat.istical 
Departrneut. 
Ituly ............... Count ARRl V ABENE, Milan. 
Signor BI\RTOLOMEO ClNI, Florence. 
Norway ............ l:'rofcssor L. K. Dà.A. 
,, 
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Prussia ... ... .. .. . : Dr. E. ENGEL, Pl'ivy Councillol', 'Director ofilhe Genera! Stàtistical 
Department. 
Netherlands : ..... Dr. M. l\'L DE BAUMHAUIBR, Director of the Statistica! 
Department. 
Russia ............ l"rofessor KUJ?FIFER, of the Imperia! Academy of Seiences. 
Spain. .. ... . .. .. . ... Count DE RIP ALDA, Central Stanistical Commission. 
Sweden ... ...... ... Dr. F. 'l'H. BERG, Di!'ector of the Statistica! Departirnent. 
Switzerland ...... M. VOGT, Direct0r of nhe Federa! Statistica! Department. 
United States ... ... Dr. EDWARD JARVIS, Dorchester, Maasachussetts. 
J. H. ALEXANDER, Esq., Washington. 
BritishOolonies .... W. WESTGARTH, Esq., Victoria. 
J. T. GALT, Esq., Finance Minister, Canada. 
W. FIELD, Esq., Cape of Good Hope. 
JAMES MACARTHUR, Eeq., New South Wales. 
Sir STUART A. DONALDSON, 22, Rutland-gate, London. 
J. E . FITZGERALD, Esq., New Zealand. 
These resolutions having been unanimouslypassed by the Oongress, 
the commission was duly installe<il, and at its fìrst meeting we were de-
sired to act as Honorary Secretaries. In accorda'l!l.ce with ol!lr instruc1iion 
we then issued a circular for the purpose of obtaining the necessary in-
formation, and we have now the honour to lay before you the result of 
our inquiries, and we trust that by entering int@ some minute considera-
tion on the state and progress of the question in different countries we 
shall do much to facilitate the introduction of one uniform system of 
weights, measures, and coins in all countries. 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 
The International Statistica! Oongress at its fìrst meeting recognised 
the metric system of weights and measures as the basis of international 
uniformity. -There was doubtless a solid reason for preferring that system 
to any other, inasmuch as it prevailed most extensively among the c@un-
tries represented at that Oongress. Of the twenty-eight countries then 
represented, three-fourths, or twenty-one, of them hacl either partly or 
entirely the metric system ; ancl one-fourth, or seven, had the British 
or other system: · 
The countries using ·partly or entirely the metric system were :-
Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, France, Hamburg, Hanover, Resse, 
Mecklenburg, the N etherlands, P arma, Portngal, Saxony, Sarclinia, Spain, 
Switzerland, Tuscany, the two Sicilies, ancl Wurtemburg. 
The countries not using the metric system were :-The Unitecl 
Kingdom, Costa Rica, Denmark, N orway, Peru, Russia, and the Unitecl 
States of America. The simple fact, therefore, that the great majority of 
the States clicl use the metric system renclerecl it quite natural for the 
Oongress to demancl that, for the s_ake of general convenience, the coun-
tries which clid not use the metric system would reduce their statistica! 
tables into tl:iese units. At this irioment, when ,international tran-
sactions are so multifarious, and when the operations of tracle are essen-
tially universal, it becomes qui te necessary for the countries which happen 
to possess peculiar institutions to consider whether they would not 
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serve their 0wn mterest better, and subserve at the same time tbe great 
o_bject of universal advancement, by abandoning a position of isola-
t10n, and entering into a common arrangement with other countries. 
It was shown, f@r instance, bef©re the Com.mittee oÉ the iJ3ritish 
House of Commons on W eights and Measures, in 18G:2, as a strong 
e'1Ì:d.ence in favour @f the metric system, that the progress of exports of 
Brit1sh and Irish produce was more and more to countries using tbe 
metric system. Comparing 1847 with 1861, it appearecl that, whilst tbe 
exports to couatries in which the metric system @f weights aucl measures 
was entirely or partially adoptecl, or in the course of adoption, hacl in-
creased du~·ing that period 133 per cent., the exports to countries in 
which the English system ef weights and measures was aclopted, had in-
creased only 48 per cent. ; and it was urged that unless Britain acloptecl 
tl\.e same system she would be left behililcl other nations, ancl so suffer in 
her commerce and prosperity. 
Another reason for the prefere~1ce of the metric system is its uni-
versal character. Although national prejudice ought not to inflncnce 
the mind of the learned ancl thiuking portion of the population in any 
country., objection might be made to a system, however goocl, which 
should bear on its face the national characteristics of any otber country ; 
but the metre is essentially universal ancl cosmopolitan as the earth in 
which we l'ive. From the very ·first, the philosophers who unclertook the 
determination of a natural unit for the comparison of wcights and rnea-
sures, sought the cooperation of men of sciencc from Great Britain ancl 
other countries. "Le roi est snpplié d'écrire à S.M. Britannique, et cle 
la prier ù'engager le parlement d'Angleterre à concourir, avec l'assem-
blée nationale, à la fìxation de l'unité naturelle cles mesures et des poids, 
afìn que, sous les auspices cles deux nations, cles Commissaires cle l' Ac1i-
clémie des Sciences puisse se réunir en nombre égal avec cles membres 
choisis de la Société Royale de Lonclres, clans le lieu qui serait jugé 
respectivement le plus èonvenable, pour cléterminer à la latitucle de 4G 
clegrés, on toute autre latitude qui pourrait ètre préférée, la longueur clu 
pendule, et en clédnire un moclèle invariable pour toutes les mesures 
et pour les poids." ·This was the resolution of the N ational Assembly. 
And when tho measurement of the earth was nigh completecl, again 
invita<tions were issuecl by the French Government to neutral ancl allied 
countries, by which they were requestecl to sencl deputies to Paris to 
assist, along with the Commissioners of the Acndemy of Sciences, 
in the fìnal settlement of a, l\fotric System aclaptecl to the 1rnage of all 
nations. Such cleputies were accorclingly sent from the N etherlands, 
Denmark, Spain, Switze1,lancl, and several States of Italy, ancl it was by 
the labours of the entire body o'f French ancl Foreign Commissioners 
that the l\'letric System V{as fìnally settled on the ten-millionth part of 
the quadrant of the mericlia,!}. Other natural units have been suggestecl 
before and since; some natural ancl some artificial, some absolutely 
national and some international. "\Ve slmll not enter into their com-
pàrative merits. Either, perhaps, might have been taken aclvantageonsly, 
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but, for reasons which it is unnecessary for us to dwehl upon, they have 
not been so chosen. 
Objection has been made to the adoption ?f~he Metre as ~he unit for 
an international system on the o·round that 1t 1s erron.eol'ls 111 reference 
' b • • It to the natura,l standard from which it professes to ongmate. was 
shown by Sir J ohn Herschel, in some letters in the London Athenceum, 
and sin ce issued in · a separate form, that, assuming the length of 
the earth's axis of rotation to be 500,500,000 imperial inches, the 
length of the quadrant would be 390,758,320 imperial inches, showing 
an excess of 50,4:20 inches from the standard computation of the 
Metre, in imperial inches at 393,707,900, or a difference of .,,..\--.-th. 
vVe do not dispute the possibility of some error in the original cal-
culation, and it is very likely that, were another measurement of _the 
earth undertaken at this moment, with the advance made in astrononncail 
and mechanical science, and with the perfection attained in the manu-
facture of instruments, more satisfactory results would be obtained. But 
we woulcl submit that, for practical purposes, it makes bl'lt little difference 
whether.or not the unit of length represents accurately the ten millionth 
part of the quadrant. In the Unitecl Kingdom, the Act establishing the 
present weights ancl measures hacl provicled that the seconds pendulum 
should be taken as a standard in case of loss of the standard yard, but 
even that was abandoned by subsequent Acts. Apart altogether, there-
fore, from the source w hence the me tric system :first originated, we accept 
it, not only because it is a unit derived from nature, but because it is a 
unit which has been adopted with entire satisfaction now for a period 
exceeding half a century by a large number of civilised nations. But 
the one great recommendation of the Metric System is its extreme sim-
plicity, symmetry, and convenience. Its exact decima! progression; its 
power of subdivision and multiplication from the highest and largest to 
the smallest and most minute quantities; the few and specific names by 
which each unit is clistinguished; their analogy and natural relation to 
one another; these are merits which bave put the metric system far in 
advance of any other, and which have, in fact, neutralised any objections 
which have been urged against the adoption ofthe·1mit upon which the 
whole is founded. · 
. Having_ t~us seen that there were valid reasons why the Interna-
tional Statist1~al Oongress sh_ould have chosen the Metric system and 
recommended 1t for t~e. adopt10? of ali countries, we shall proceed with 
our Report on the existmg W eights and Measures in different countries, 
and of the steps taken towards the adoption of an uniform system. 
UNITED KINGDOM. 
In this country the greatest possible confusion in the W eiO'hts and 
~easures in use ~xists, as many as ten diffe~·ent systems being 0actually 
m_ for?e· There 1s first the gram computed decimally, which is used for 
scient1fic purposes; second, the troy weig~t; third, the troy ounce with 
i 
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decimal mu1tiples and €1.ivisions ca1leril bulli.on weight ; fo~U'th; bainkers' · 
weight, to weigh lO, 20, 30, 50, 100, and 200 sovereigns; fifth, apothecary 
weight ; sixth, diamond weight and pearl weight, including carats ; 
seventh, avoirdupois weig'ht; eigb.tliL, weights for hay and straw; 
ninth, wool weight, using as factors 2, 3, 7, 13, and their multiples; and, 
tenth, ceia,l weight, €1.ecima,l. Blilt, besides these, there are a vast variety 
of local weights and measures the use of which the law has not hitherto 
succeeded in abolishing. In fact, although as far back as Magna Oharta 
it was ordained that there shodd be ibut one system of weights and 
measures through the whole country, we are as far now as ever from 
having attained the desired uniformity. Two reasons may probably be 
assigned for the failure of our legislation on this subject. First is the 
defect of the law, which, with a view not to press too hard against 
the habits of the people, has always left it open for parties to con-
tinue the use of the customary weights and measures ; and second, 
because there has never been introdu0ed a clear and intelligible system 
capable of meeting the requirements of society, and, therefore, every 
trade and every class had to seek its own way of weighing and measuring 
commodities. 
For a long time the mind of the nation has been unsettled as regards 
the decimal computation. The Oommissioners on vVeights and Mea-
sures, in 1838, directed their attention to the subject. In 184:4 Sir John 
Bowring obtained a Oommittee of the House of Oommons on Decimal 
Ooinage, when a good deail of information was elicited on the Decimal-
ization of the vVeights and Measures, In 1853 Sir vVilliam Brown, 
then member for South Lancashire, carried a resolution in the House 
of Oommons in favour of Decimal Goinage, ancl almost uniformly 
the Petitions presented to Parliament in favour of the measure re-
commended that the vV eights, Measures, and Ooin should form 
part of one system, though it was deemed best to commence the 
reform by decimalising first the coinage. The state . of politics, 
and the opposition manifested to a particular scheme, intercepted 
the progress of the measure till, in 1862, after years of labour on the 
part of the International Association, and under the influence of 
the cosmopolitan spirit createcl by the International Exhibition, Mr. 
vVilliam Ewart, Member for Dumfries, movecl for the appointment of a 
Oommittee " To consicler the practicability of aclopting a simple ancl 
uniform system of vV eights ancl Measures, with a view not only to the 
benefit of our internal tracle, but to facilitate our tracle and intercourse 
,vith Foreign Oountries. The Oommittee was appointed on the 8th of 
April, 1862, ancl it was nominatecl on the 1st of May as follows :-Messrs. 
William Ewart, Chaù-man ; Right Hon. Sotheron Estcourt, Richard 
Oobclen, Right Hon. O. Ac1derley, Ec1warcl Baines, Oolonel Wilson 
Patten, JohnBenjamin Smith, ì iV. vV. F. Hume, John St.Aubyn, John 
Pope Hennessy, Y.,T. A . Mackinnon, Charles Finlay, G. Greenall, Oolonel 
Sykes, F.R.S., ancl William Pollard-Urquhart. 
The Committee was formed at a most auspicious moment, when 
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many learned, and distingiùshed men were in this country for the !nter-
national Exhibiti0n. Seldom indeed have we seen such a galaxy ('):L 
eminent witnesses as appearecl before Mr. Ewart's. OoJ?mittee-men. su~h 
as Mr. Graham, the Master of tlae Mint; Mr. Fa1rba1rn, tlae fate Pres1-
dent of the British Association; Professor Airy, the Astronomer Rioyal; 
Professor Miller, of Cambridge; Professor De Morgan, Dr. vY. Fal'l', 
Mr. J ames Y ates, Fellow of the Royal Society ; M. Mfchel Ohev~lier, 
Seuator lVIember of the Institute · M. Yisschers, Oonseiller cles Mrnes, 
of Belgium; Dr. Karmarsh, Prindipal of the Polytechnic Institution of 
Hanover; Dr. Steinbeis, President of the Board of Tracle of vVurtem-
burg ; Dr. Baumauer, and many others. 
In clealing with a question of such a momentous and practical _cha-
racter, the Oommittee of the House of Oommons hacl three alternatives; 
first, to retain the present system, though d1Jective, and simply to .en-
cleavour to amend the law-as it had been clone again and again, without 
result-a mode which no o:ne recommended; second, to create a separate 
decimal system for the United Kingdom-that is to say, to decimalise the 
present units, the pound, the yard, ancl the gallon-as recommended by 
Professors Airy, De Morgan, ancl others; third, to adopt, in common with 
other countries, the Metric system, in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of a host of witnesses. The first of these mocles appeared to the 
Oommittee quite useless. The second would necessitate a complete change, 
and cause much confusion and trouble, wit.hout corresponcling results. 
The latter-the introduction of the metric system-seemed by far the 
simplest and best. By adopting this course, the Oommittee were enabled 
to set aside the chaos of our irregular method, ancl ali the discrepancies 
by which it is distinguished, and to enter at once into a plain and sym-
metric principle. And when they considered that their instructions were 
not only to seek a system perfect ancl complete in itself, but one whiclt 
shoulcl facilitate tracle ancl intercourse with foreign countries, they could 
not well hesitate in their choice. 
T~e special method'recommendecl by the Oommittee for the ultimate 
adopt1on of the Metric system was summed up in the report as follows :-
1. That the use of the Metric system be renderecl legal, though no 
compulsory measures shoulcl be resorted to until they are sanctioned by 
the general conviction of the public. 
2. That a Department of V{ eights and Measures be established in 
connection with the Boarcl of Tracle. It would thus become subordinate 
~o the Government, ancl responsible to Parliament. To it shoulcl be 
~ntrustecl the conservation ancl verification of the standard, the super-
mtendence of inspectors, and the genera! cluties i:ncident to such a 
d_epartment. It shoulcl also take such measures as may from time to 
~Ime promote the use ancl extencl the knowleclge of the lVIetric system 
In t(w clepartments of Government, ancl among the people. 
3. The. Government shoulcl sanction the use of the Me tric system, 
together_ ,yit~. om: present one, in the levying of the customs duties; 
thus fam1liar1s111g 1t an'long our merchants and manufact,urers, ancl giving 
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facilities to foreign traders in 1lheir dealings with this country. Its use, 
combined with that of our own system, in Government contracts has also 
been sugges,ted. . 
4. The Metric system should form one of the subjects of examination 
in the competitive examinations of the civil service. 
5. The gram should be used as a weight for foreign letters and books 
at the Post-office. 
6. Tlrn Oommittee of Oouncil on Education should require the Metric 
system to be taught (as might easily be done, by means of tables and 
diagrams) in ali schools receiving grants of public money. 
7. In the public statistica of the country, quantities shouldlbe ex-
pressed in terms of the Metric system in juxtaposition with those of our 
own, as suggested by the International Statistical Oongress. 
8. In private Bills before Parliament, _the use of the Metric system 
should be al'lowed. 
_ 9. The only weights and meàsures in use should be the Metric and 
Imperial, until the Metric has generally been adopted. 
10. The proviso in the 5th ancl 6th VVilliam IV. c. 63, s. 6, should 
be repealed. 
11. The department which it is proposed to appoint should make 
an Annual Report to Parliament. · 
The report was well received throughout the country, and, in further -
ance of its recommendation, a Bill, or project of law, was introduced in 
the House of Oommons by Mr. vVilliam Ewart, Mr. Oobclen, the Right 
Hon. Mr. Adclerley, ancl Mr. Finlay. It was at fìrst clecided upon 
simply legalising the use of the Metric System with its own nomen-
clature, but it was objected to this methocl that, so long as it was 
permissive only, the people would continue to use the existing system, 
ancl no effort woulcl be made to teach or introduce the new; that to have 
another system side by side with the existing one would only add to the 
confusion, whilst the introcluction of the same, with its Greek and Latin , 
nomenclature woulcl effectually preclude the chance of its ever becoming 
popular with the masses. The Bill was, therefore, constructed to the 
effect of making the use of the new weights and measures pe1·missive for 
three years, but compulsory thereafter, ancl of legalising the use of the olcl 
names for new quantities, by the addition of the word "new." The 
Chambers of Oommerce of the United Kingdom, the Pharmacentical 
Society, the BritishArchitects, and a gomliynumber ofmerchants, traders, 
and persona connected with education, petitionecl Parliament in favour of 
the Bill. Mr. Ewart introclucecl the Bill, Mr. Cobden, Colonel Sykes, ì\'Ir. 
J. B. Smith, Mr. Baines, Mr. Pollard-Urquhart, the Hon. Mr. Farquhar, 
ancl others took part in the clebate, ancl though a general opinion was ex-
pressecl in favour of a permissive Bill only, the Bill passecl a seconcl reading 
by a majority of llO to 75. It is gratifying to fincl that the principle of 
introclucing the Metric System in the Unitecl Kingclom was sanctionecl 
first by the unanimous vote of a Parliamentary Oommittee, ancl afterwarcls 
by the House of Commons itself. 
12 REPOR'l' ON IN1'ERNATI0NAL -
FRANOE. 
This being the country whence the Metric system first emanateJ, it 
is naturaiJ. that its legislation and practice on the suòject shoald be care-
fully studied. Unfortunately, the measure was introd11ced at a most 
unfavourable time, and, for a long period, it laboured against the most 
decided opposition and prejudice. From the first, the Government was 
not in earnest in securing its success, whilst the nation itself was scarcely 
prepared for the many radical changes so suddenly effected by the re-
volution. Some steps were, nevertheless, taken, rather as an experiment. 
The Board of Works adopted it from the beginning. In the Naval 
Arsenal, too, the system was adopted by the officers and shipbuilders, with 
the consent of Govermnent, and even by the order of the minister, but the 
people at large were left at liberty to use which system they pleased. It 
was not, ili fact, till 1837, that the French Government took measures to 
enforce the system throughout, a law having been passed making the use 0f 
the Me tric system compulsory, from the 1st of J anuary, 1840. Although, 
therefore, a long time had elapsed since its first introduction, it would be 
erroneous to think that the measure was fairly carried into execution. 
Upwards of twenty years, however, have elapsed since the new system haa 
been made compulsory. Rave the French people adoptecl it universally? 
Does the Metric system find favour with them ? Is it adaptecl to the prac-
tical business of life? These are questiona which are stili differently 
answerecl. As far as we have ascertainecl, it appears that the system is 
bona fide made compulsory; merchants, traclers, and even retail dealers 
must use the Metric weights and measures, ancl do use them ; ancl from 
time to time they are submittecl to the visit of the inspectors of weights 
ancl measures. It is evident, at the same time, that the old names are 
still largely used by the people. The "livre" is a much more customa-ry 
quotation of weight than the kilogram or half-kilogram, and the " sous" 
than the five centimes. 
BELGIUM. 
In Belgium the lVletric system was i~troducecl when the French took 
possession of the Austrian N etherlands, now forming the kingclom of 
Belgium. At first it was introducecl with the same nomenclature as in 
France, but on the union of Belgium with the Dutch Netherlands, the 
names were cbangccl. This continuecl till 1831, wben, upon tbc erection 
of Belgium as an independent kingdom, the origina} names were ao-ain 
resumecl. A new law was passed in 1816, making the same even ~ore 
stringent, ancl by universal testimony, confirmed by personal experience, 
the Metri c system seems now to have been pretty extensively adopted 
throughont the country. It is, of course, quite possible that, here ancl 
there, the olcl local systems may be still found in existence, and that 
sma.U dealers may try to take aclvantage of the confusion, but generally 
the Govemment has met with no opposition in enforcing the Metric 
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system. ilin the new Eelgia,n law, the units 0f the Metric system have 
been extendled Tuy a<!ll0pting the duplicaites 0f eadh unIDt, multi[F)les and sub-
multlii[li)iJ.es. 'l'hey affl!o[li)ted the prilinciple 0f having weights representing 
50, 2®, 0, 2, anm'. 1. It is ilhe same as regards weights, and measures of 
lengt'h andl! measures 0f capacity. Ey thus inereasing the series, tihe ob-
jeeti0n t'Tuat the Metric system does not possess a sufficient series of 
units is alt@getb.er obviated. 
fliOLLA.ND. 
'rhe Met1·ic system was introd1;iced into Holland in 1816, and it ca,me 
into -force three . years afterwards, in 1819, that time being given to 
facilitate the change ; · but the old Dutch nomenclature was used for the 
purpose, s11ch as the el, palm, duimen, and streegen, and so forth, the word 
" ola" and " new" being used to · distinguish the old method from the 
Metric system. On the success of this method there appears to be great 
ilifferen.ce of @pinion. Hr. Baumhauer said that the simultaneous use of 
both the " old e11" and "new eiJ.l" produces confusion. · Others have 
stated that no inconvenience has resulted from it. The law requires the 
use of the new system in all things except for weighing medicines. The 
medicina! pfund is ! of the usual pfund, and is divided into 12 onses, one 
ounce being 8 drachms, 1 éLrachm 3 scruples, and one scruple 20 grains. 
SWITZERLA.ND. 
The weights and measures in this country are based on a mixed 
system, decima! a,nd duodecima!. By the law of 1851 the unit of length 
is the foot decimally divided, equivalent to 0·3 metre. The road mea-
sure is the vergstunden, equa! tò 4:,800 metres. The liquid measure is 
the maas, equa! to li litres. The unit of . weight is the pound, equal to 
500 grams or ½ kilo. ; but instead of being divided decimally, as the 
foot, it is divided into 32 loth or 16 ounces. Switzerland is subject 
to two opposing infl.uences, the French and German. The Fr"ench 
cantons would have preferred the French system in its completeness, 
but the German cantons preferred the German plan. The system 
adopted was therefore a compromise ; but should Germany adopt the 
Metric . system in measures as well as in weight, Switzerland will be 
ready to follow. · 
SPA.IN. 
The Metric system has been introduced by the law of th,e 19th July, 
184:9, to come in force from ·the 1st January, 1859, though for a 
portion of the kingdom it carne in force in 1853, the only difference 
made being in the names, which were rendered somewhat more idio-
matic as metro, area, litro, kilogramo or gramo, decametro, hectro-
metrd, kilometro, &c. The system has been extended to Spanish 
A.merica and in Cuba. The Oastilian system is, however, largely in 
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use. That system is d'uodecimal. The mel!,sure of length is the foot 
of 12 inches, 12 lines and 12 points or 16 fingers, and is, 0.278635 
met1.1e. The elJ.e is 4 palms 011 S feet 0·835905 metre. '.Fhe Queen 
declared tha,t after the 3rd 0f January, 1851, the metre shall be used 
in all announcements 0f the sailes of national property . . 
PORTUGAL. 
The Metric system came into force in this country in 1862, and a 
department for the purpose has been established. Comparative tables 
have also been constructed of the old and new systems, and under the 
able management of M. Fradesso da Silveira every effort is being made 
to render the system extensively know and popular. 
GREEOE. 
The Metric syetem, with some modifications in nomenclature and 
quantities, was introduced by the law_ of 28th September, 1836, but the 
nomenclature is Greek. The royal p1ki or metre has 10 palms ; a palm 
is 10 zoll, and the zoll 10 linien or millimetres. For road measure, 1,000 
piki l kilometre. For weights, t~e royal Mine is equa! to 1,500 
drachmes or grams, one and-a-half kilogram; 1 gram has· 10 obolen or 
(decigrams) 10 gran (centigram). The ~alent has 100 minen,. 150 
kilograms, In the Ioman Islands the English system at present ex1sts. 
ITALY. 
The whole of Italy now possesses the Metric System. For a con-
siderable time past Sardinia and Lombardy had the same weights and 
measures as in France; but since the N eapolitan States, the Romao-na, 
Tuscany, and other parts have been united with the Sardinan St~tes 
into an Italian Kingdom, the same system has been introa.uced through-
out, and the change has been effected without any practical difficulty. 
GERMANY. 
The different States of Germany have all different weights and 
measures. 
In Prussia the foot has 12 inches and 12 lines, and is equa! to 0·3138 
metre. The mile of 24,000 is the unit of roacl measure, and is equiva-
lent to 7532·485 metres. For laud measure the morgen has 180 square 
ruthen, equivwlent to 2,55_3·225 square metres. For corn measure t,he 
sheffel of 16 metzen is equivalent to 54:·9615 litres. The Prussian 
pfund is equal to 467·711 grams. In Vienna, the foot, equally divided, as 
in Prussia, is equivalent to 0·316,111 metres divicled duodecimally. For 
weights the centner has 100 pfund equivalent to 560·012 grams each, 100 
pfnnd being equal to 123·462 English avoirclupois. But in Austria., the 
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half-kilo has been taken as the basis for collecting the customs, and the 
same decima! weight has been introduced i~1to all great mercantile ope-
rations, and! iR the calculation of the operations of the steamboat and 11ail-
way trafile. SUJch changes have been effectecl without any clifficulty, and 
no inc0nvenience has been experienced. In 1860 a conference was held 
in Franldort, of commissioners frnm Austria, Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, 
Wurtembmg, Baclen, Resse Darmstaclt, Nassau, Mecklenburg Schwerin,. 
Mecklenhµrg Strelitz, Olclenburg, Anhalt, Schwarzburg, Lichtenstein,. 
Shaumburg, Lippe, ancl the few. free towns, to consider and report upou 
the best system of weights and measures for the w.hole of Germany, and 
after careful consideration of the whole subject, they recommended the 
int1·oduction of the metric system as cletailed in the programme by Dr. 
Engel. Unfortunately Prussia was not represented at thl t conference, 
an.d the resolutions have not yet been carried into effect. 
RUSSIA. t 
Tne system in farce in this country was established in 184:0, when a 
Oommission was issued by the Government to fix the exact relation 
between the clifferent parts of the Russian Metric System, and to con-
struct and deposit the standard of these units. The llllit of length is the 
foot, divided into 12 inches ancl 10 1ines, equivalent to 0·304:79 metres. 
The arshine, or the elle, is equivalent to 0·71119 ·metres. The unit for 
land measure is the dessiatine of 2400 square sasche ; and the werst, 
the unit for road measure, is equivalent to 1066·78 metres. The standard 
pound is equal to 4:09·51156 grams. Some steps have recently been 
taken in Russia with a view to take part in the genera! efforts for the 
assimilation of weights and measures. In the year 1858, the Oouncil 
of the International Association sent an acldress on the subject to the 
Imperial Academy of Science. That Acaclemy appointed a Oommission, 
consisting of Messrs. Kupfer, Ostrogradski, Jacobi, ancl Ottostruve, to 
deliberate ancl report on the proposal, ancl tbey reportecl in favour of 
making such changes in the Russian system as would bring it into perfect 
harmony with the Metric. Since the presentation of that report, M. 
Kupfer, the J;tapporteur of that Oommission, attenclecl the Fourth General 
meeting of the Association, helcl at Bradforcl, and, expressing his owi1 
and the opinion of the Russian Government, he gave the assurance that 
if Great Britain adopts the Metric System, Russia will also aclopt it. 
The relation of the Metric System to the existing Russian w.eights 
and measures was cl,escribecl as - follows by the Committee of the Im-
p~rial Academy of Russia:-" The dessiatine has now 1·0921 hectares; 
it will in future be equal to one hectare, that is, it will be recluced 10 per 
ceµt. The Russian verste is now equal to l ·066 French kilometers; it 
will be equal to one kilometer, that is, it will be reducecl 7 per cent. 
The cubie sagene of Russia is at present equal to 9·712 French steres ; 
it will in future be equal to 8 steres, that is, it will be reclucecl 18 per 
cent, The new Russiau pouncl, egual to 500 grammes, very near one 
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and a quarter of the old pounds, will be divided into 100 zolotnics, the 
zolotnic being equa,l to 5 grammes. The zolotnic would be divided int0 
100 doli, 1 dolea being equa1 to 5 centigrammes. The new ton, equa1 
to 1,000 kilograrnmes, very near to six old berkowetz, wo111ild be equa) to 
200 lbs. The new sagene is equal to 2 metres, that is, very near 45 
old verchoes. The sagene is divided into 2 arehines, the archines into 
10 verchoes, the vérchoe in 10 lines. For the measure ·of cloth and 
drapery, the archine, or the half~sagene, may be used, which is divided 
into 10 verchoes. The new archine will be nearly equa! to one and 
a-half of the old, and the new verchoe will. be equal to two and a-half of 
the old. The unit of measures of capacity will be an equivalent to the 
litre, ten chtofs will make the oedrn, ten tcharks will make the chtof. 
The unit of measures for grain will be the osmine (hectolitre). The 
osmine is divided into 100 garnetz. The unit for aggrarian measures 
will be an equivalent to the hectare, little different from the old dessiatine. 
The Iinear measure will be \ he verste (kilometer), equa! to 500 sagenes 
(1,000 metres, little different from a verste. The measure for firewood 
will be the cubie archine; 10 cubie archine will make the decastere, 
which differs little from the old cubie sagene ; the fourth of the decastre ( or 
two cubie archines and a half) would be little different from the sagene for 
wood, the log of which would be only three-quarters of archine of length, 
the differences between the old and the new measures being as follows :-
1 new pound is equal to 1 old pound less 25 per cent.; 1 new archine is 
equal to 1 old archine less 40 per cent. ; 1 new osmine is equa! to the 
old osmine less 5 per cent.; 1 new vedro is equal to the old vedro less 
20 per cent.; the verste and the dessiatine are equal to the old vers.te 
and dessiatine ; the new decastre is equal to the old cubie sagene. 
SWEDEN, NORWAY, AND DENMARK. 
A new system of W eights and Measures was introduced into Sweden 
in 1855, to be compulsory from the 1st January, 1863. The unit of the 
measure of length is the foot divided decimally. The stangen has 10 
feet, and the schnur has 10 stangen. The road measure is the rnile of 
36,000 feet, and the land measure is 100 square stangen, the square 
schnur being equivalent to 8·81502 French areas. For weight the 
pfund has 100 ort or 100 korns. The centner has 100 pfuns, and the 
last has 100 centners. For liquids the cubie foot has 10 kannen, or 100 
kubikzoti. 
In N orway the system is duodecima!. For measure of length, the 
foot of 12 inches and 12 lines equivalent to 0·313763 metres. There is 
also the elle of 2 feet. The mile has 24,000 feet. The land measure is 
the tonne handes, which is equivalent to 10,000 square ells. The pfund 
is the 1·63 cubie foot of distilled water and 498·4 grams. 
Denmark b.as a system somewhat the same as in Prussia, with some 
little modification. 17 Danish ells are equal to 16 Prnssian ells. The 
ruthe has 10 feet for land measure ; the tonde lancl of 8 sheffelon has 
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14,000 square ells, equa! to 55·16123 F11ench ares. The centner has 100 
pfu.nd each of 16 0unce. The pfund is equa! to the half kilo. These 
three systems ai,e thus in many points differnnt, and it is gratifying to 
learn thrut a meeti,ng of politica! economists was recently held at G-ot-
tenburg, attended by a large number of members of parliament a,ncl 
persona of influence from each state, when it was resolved to recommemà 
the introduction of the Metric system with the same nomenclature as in 
France. In consequence of this resolution, the King of Sweclen ancl 
N orway has appointed a commission to consider and report on the best 
mode of introducing the change. 
TURKEY. 
There are two units of length, the :first is the picco or aistren, equi-
valent to 0·6858 metre. This measure is used for the wholesale and 
foreign tracle. Second, the endasch, equivalent to 0·G528 metres. For 
weight th_e ca~tar or centner has 44 oken also divided into 10© rotoli. 
The oka has 400 drams or 1285·56 gram. But the Turkish measnres 
and weights differ in different branches of trade. 
CHINA. 
In China the foot is the unit of leugth divided decimally, but there 
is the merchant's foot, equivalent to 0·33837 metre; the engiueer's foot, 
equivalent to 0·31972. Manufactures are sold wholesale by the English 
yard. The road measure is the li, which is equivalent to 575·5 metres. 
For weight there is the pikol, which has 100 kattes of lG tales each, 
equivalent to 133¼ English avoirdupois. The katt is H English avoir-
dupois or 604·782 grams. 
JAPAN. 
The unit of length in this country is the sasi, divided decimally and 
is equivalent to 0·303 metres. There is also the ell or kupera sasi, equal 
to 0·37\:J metre. For weight there is first the monme, equal to 1¾ grams. 
The moume has 10 pun and 16 rin. 
PERSIA. 
In Persia the goss is the unit of length diviclecl cluodecimally. The 
goss schah for. woollen, is cqu~l to _l ·0160 preb~r. 2nd. 'l'he goss 
mokasar usad m manufoctures 1s eqmvalent to 0·fJ347 metres. The 
farsang for 1:oacl measure has 6,000 goss or archines. For ,veigbt there 
is the mahncl, wl:iich in some states it is cqual to 3·098 kilog., in others it 
is more than clotible. 
:s 
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INDIA. 
The unit of length in Bombay is the haht, equivalent to 0·45719 
metre, and in Calcutta the fathom, or four hahts. Tke road measure is 
the coss, equivalent to 1828·7ti7 metres; for land measure is the biggah, 
which has 20 c0ttahs, or G400 sqt1.are hahts, equivalent to 13,37755 ares. 
The new bazaar weight is the tola, equivalent to 10,66375 grams. 
The mahnd has 40 sihrs 320 tolas. Complaints are, however, made of 
the great variety of weights in use.* 
AlVIERICA (UNITED STATES). 
The weights and measures in the United States are equal to the 
British. But for weights, New York, lVIassachusetts, and Connecticut 
have the centner, of 100 lbs. ; the quarter, of 25 lbs. ; the ton, of 2000 lbs. 
In the other States, the ton is 2240 lbs. The Confederate States [ of 
America have expressed a desire to introduce the Metric System of 
weights and measures. 
MEXIOO. 
In this country the old Spanish system still obtains. The unit of 
length is the vara, equivaleut to 0·83695 metre; 100 English yards make 
109¼ ·lVIe:xican varas. For land measure is the ahnud, which has 50 
square varas. For weights, the tercio of 150 pfunds. The carga is 
equivalent to 300 pfunds. 
* A wr:iter in the Bombay 'I'ùnes gives the following illustrations of their diflerence: 
-Iu Bombay the seer is equivalcnt to but 11 oz. 3·16 dr. avoirdupois; it weigbs ex-
actly 30 pice; and while the maund of 40 seers :is eqnal to 28 Ibs., the seer for liquid 
is I lb. 8 oz. 8¼ dr. At Ahmeclabad the seer is I lb. 14 dr. At Ahmednuggur it is I 
lb. 15 oz. 8 dr. ; that of capacit.y 2 lb. 11 oz. 6 dr. · At Dhwar the kucha seer is 8 oz. 
35 dr., but the packa is 2 lbs. 15 oz. Il½ dr. At Poona it is I lb. 15 oz. Si dr. At 
Nassick, I lb. 15 oz. 4!} dr., but at Surat only 15 oz. In other parts of India there is 
the same wide difference ; at Mangalore the seer weight is but 9 oz. 13 dr., while tbe 
seer of capacity is egual to 84 Bombay rupees. At Indore the seer is 2 lbs. 6"- drs. 
~tBungalore the kuclia seer is 10 oz.; the pacb, for grain, is 2 lbs. 1 oz. IO¾ drs~ At 
'.rrichinopoly the packa seer is equal to I lb. 10 oz. At Madras the seer is 11 oz. only, 
about the same as iu Bombay. At Calcutta the seer for grain is just about 2 lbs. 
English avoirdupois, or 80 standard tolas. 'l'he 'maund weight is depenclent upon that 
of the seers, 40 of the latter generally makiug up the maund, though this is not always 
the case . 'l'hus a_t Broa~h there are three distinct maunds, one weighing 40 lbs. 8 oz. 
12 dr.; another, tor grarn, 41 11.Js. 9 oz. 5 dr., and a third for cotton, 43 lbs. 9 oz. 9½ 
dr, So, too, at Baroda, there are 42 seers to the mannd; at Belgium 40 seers, weigh-
ing 26 lhs. 3 oz. 15 d1·.; at Pooma tliere are three descriptions of maunde, one of 2½ 
seers fo1' gbce, a second of 40 seer_a f<l'I' metals, and_the !hird_ for grai°: of 84· seer~ (94 
lb. 9 oz. 8 dre. Look where we mll we find the samo d1vers1ty of we1ghls preva1lrng 
in ever,v Jarge Innian town, and a particular weight generally for particular commodi-
t,ics. And it is the same with measures of length. 'l'his great diversity of standards 
rnust, of nece,sity, lead to much fraud and underhand dealing, and it is seldom that 
the standardfor any one place can be accurately known or even discovered. 
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FREE STA.TES OF SOUTH AMERICA.. 
The unit 0f length is the vara ( elle), which is larger than the Oastilian, 
viz., O·S66 me,tre. The road measurn is the cuadra; the league, or mile, 
has 40 cuadras, 0r 6,000 varas, equivalent t0 5,196 metres. The land 
measure there is the suerte de chacra, which is 19,600 square varas; for 
corn measure, the fanega, equa! to 137·20 litres ; for liquid there is 
the frasco, which is equa! to two and three-eighth litres. The pound, 
or libra is the weight· of 33 cubie inches of distilled water, or 459·367 
grams, eqNa1 to 1·01274 English avoirdl!lpois. 
JA.MA.ICA.. 
The same as in the United Kingdom. 
OA.NA.DA.. 
The same as in the United Kingdom. The ell of H yard. is also in 
use. For corn measure there is the minot, equa! to 39·025 litres. 
BRA.ZIL. 
The measure of length is the linha of 10 pentos, bnt fo1· manufac-
turers the varsa is used of 1·1 metre. The corn measure is the moie, 
which has 15 fangas or 16 alqueres, 2½ alqueres being equa! to 1 hecto-
litre. The liquid measure is the pyre, which has 180 meddas, and the 
meddas is equa! to 2·79 litre. The unit of weight in Portugal is also 
used in this country. 
MAURITIUS. 
The unit of length is the praxes of 15 Parisian feet, equa! to 1G 
English feet. The faden fathom is 5 P aris feet : the arene is equal to 
1·191 metres. For liquid there is the fass cask or oxhoft of 30 velts, 1 
cask 460 gallona. The unit of weight is the old Parisian markweight. 
The ton has 20 quintals, or 2,000 pfund. 
CHILI. 
On the 24:th J anuary, 184:8, the Metric System was introduced. 
Before that time the old Spanish customs were in force, as well as the 
Valparaiso system. 
BRITISH GUIANA. 
The British portion has the English weights and measures ; thè 
French the old Parisian; and the Dutch the old A.1ilsterdam. 
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GUINEA, vVEST .A.ND NORTH .AFRICA. 
The unit of lenO'th is :in ali ·west and No1'th Africa, the pick @r 
covado, equivalent to 0·5775 metre~. Palm oil is solcl :in _B01my :in -ol<il 
English punche011s; in Old Calabar rn: the tabb or ki:uh of 10 olcl Eng-
lish wine gallons. For weight the Europeans use their own. 
WEST INDIES. 
In the Little .A.ntilles, in Honduras and Bahamas, the English weights 
ancl measures prevail ; for measures of capacity the olcl English is used, 
as in the United States of North .America. For the hundredweight 
100 pounds are now used. In St. Bartholomew the Sweclish is used. 
From this extensive review of the weights and measures of different 
countries, it appears that th.e United E.ingdom, France, Italy, Spain, 
Canada,_Mexico, the Free States of South .America, United States, Russia, 
Belgium, Portugal, Brazil, Chili, West Inclies, Persia, Guiana, &c., have 
adopted a unit of length equivalent to thè metre ; that Germany, Swit-
zerland, Sweden, Norway, China, and Japan, have the foot, or a measure 
equivalent to a third of the metre. .A.nel that India, .Africa, and Turkey 
have a measure equivalent to the balf-metre. 
\lì[ e are, therefore, justifiecl in reporting that the great majority 
of nations have founcl it necessary and useful to adopt a unit of length 
equivalent to the metre. Much has been said on the comparative 
merits of the metre ancl the foot as a unit of length. In a yast variety 
of tracles the foot is universally used, but for as many other objects the 
yard or metre is general. Dr. Karmarsh, in his evidence before the 
Committee of the House of Commons, said that the metre is a length 
much more commodious for use than the foot. .A.nel as an evidence that 
the foot is too small, he showecl that when we measure some length we 
do not make use of a single foot rule, but of a rule which is 3 or 4 feet, 
and we have to multiply by 3 or 4 to reduce it into feet. In the measure 
of cloth the metre or yard is generally usecl. The builders in Germany 
make use of the ell insteacl of tbe foot, because the foot is too small. In 
Saxony the builders measure all objects by the ell of 2 feet. In Austr~a 
they have the klafter of six feet. Again, the subdivision of the mete1· 1s 
much more commodious for use tban that of the foot. In tbe foot we have 
12 inch_es; the inch is_too la1:ge. In measuring many tbings we mustjoin 
to the mch some fractions of an inch, but by makino· use of the metre we 
~ave th? centimetre, _which is so small that we scar~ely want fractions of 
1t, ancl for smaller things we have the millimetre, which is much smaller 
than the line, or the eighth of an inch . 
.A.s respects the subclivision of the units we find that-
France, Belgi~m, Holland, Switzerlan'd, Spain, Portugal, Greece, 
Italy, Sweclen, China, Japan, In"dia, Chili have a decimal clivision; and 
The United Kingclom, Unitecl State~ Germanv Russia Norway, 
' .,, ' 
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Denmark, have a duodecimal division, . though in some of them the 
weight is decimalily divided. 
vVitb sucÈl! .iaets befo1:e us, we canµot help concluding tbat tbe intro-. 
du.ction of tne Mietric Decimal system appears to be tbe most consonant 
with tbe babits and . ten~lencies of tbe commercial worlcl. Ancl tbat,. 
therefore, in encleavouring to introduce uniformity in the weights ancl 
measures of ali countries,, we canuot do better than accept tbat system 
which bas already made so rapid progress, ancl wbicb possesses most it 
notali the requisites whicb are necessary for purposes of commerce, social 
intercourse, and scientific computations. It appears, moreover, from the 
practice of most countries tbat, so long as tbe use of tbe metric system 
was aliowecl to be voluutary or optional only, the measure never made. 
much progress, the people preferring to use tbe olcl systems, wbatever 
tbeir· merita .or clefects, ancl that therefore the success of the measure 
depencls on its compulsory character. 
And, ]astly, that ailthougb in most conntries the Metric wei:ghts and 
meas1n-es bave been introduced with their Greek ancl Latin nomencla-
ture, severa1 couutries bave adoptecl their own idiomatic names, wbilst 
in France and other countries tbe old names,. though illegal, are still 
freely applied to tbe new quantities. 
In conclusion the Oommission would recommend tbe Oongress to 
resolve :-:-
Tbat, having regard to the extensive prevalence of tbe Metric 
System throughout Europe and America, ancl to the many acl-
vantages which that system possesses, both for scientific calcula-
tions ancl practical uses, this Oongress woulcl regard as a clecidecl 
boon to science, commerce, and civilisation, if those countries 
which stili preserve any other system of weights and measures 
would take early steps to have the Metric System generally 
adopted. · 
OOINAGE. 
Having thus dwelt at length on the unit of weights and measures, 
we sball now more briefl.y consider the question of coinage. Some uni-
formity in the coinage of different countries is, incleed, quite as necessary, 
if not more so, than in their weights and measures. N ot only do the 
coins intermix themselves in almost every transaction where the weights 
ancl measures are usecl,. but there are numberless monetary ancl financial 
operations where the clifferences now existing produce peculiar and 
even greater injuries. Moreover, it would be of great. advantage to 
establish a system in which tbe weigbts, measures, and coins shoulcl bave 
some close analogy ,vitb oue anotber. Tbere is a uecessary rnlation be-
tween the different parts of this one great question, that is, between the 
instruments bv means of wbicb commodities are divicled ancl distributecl, 
· and the instruments by wbich the commoclities so clivicled are l)aid for. 
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If, therefore, we foa] with the c0inage se,p~rai'tely! ii1t is no.t ibecruuse ;it is 
a separate question, bnt ?ecause there ar~ diffi.ctrllìles c@nN1ee1ledt ~vit'th the 
coinao-e which do not ex1st as regards we1ghts runeil m:easures. The fh-st 
iliiiffo~lty we have t0 c0ntend w!ith tis the <!lifference 1n. the monètary 
stan<ila,rd, a large m1m.~e1· 0f countries, ~:Y far _the largest number, u8ing 
silver as a sta:nda11d, and other countne8 usmg g0M, rund s@me b0t'h. 
Abyssi.nia, 00sta Riea, 13Femen, China, Franee, Switzerlancli, Denma,r.k, 
India, J a pan, Italy, Scmtih American States, Greece, Russia, H01land, 
Sweden, Spain, Turkey, iF>russia, Germany, -anc;l Persia have a silvev 
standard ; Great Britain, '.ffirazil, Liberia, Portugal, New iBrwnswick, a:nlil! 
s0me other iBritish Col0nies, bave a gold standarc;l; wli.;hlst the United 
States have a stant/ia,rd of gofol and ·siJver. · 
The reason wby t'hese latter cçuntries have pPeferred gold to silv.er 
is, first, because gold is th!:) m@re costily metal of the two, and i,t, there-
fore contains greater v:alne in small bu.J.k; and, sec@Rdly, ibecause the 
cost of obtaining gold, and, consequently, the value of gold varies less 
than the vwlue of silver. 80 long, then, as some countries use g0ld 
and 0ther countries use silver, a unif@rm system 0f c0inage is very 
difficult to reallize; n0r d0 we see the p11obability that for the present, 
at least, the different countries w:i11 change their ,cust@m m nbis 
particu,lar simpìy for t~e 8aike <iif uniformity. ift has been pro-
posed to make both gold and 8ilver standards of value for all c0untries, 
or to have a double standard, but the great objection to tbis is 
tbat the standard would then be affected by variations in the valine 
of two standards instead or one. And, moreover, if either metal be 
cheapened when both are made lega! tender, suppose anything to happen 
which may reduce the value o'f either, everyone who 'has a debt to dis-
charge will prefer paying in the èheapermétal. In the United Kingdom 
there are both a gold, silver, and c0pper unit-the pound, the shilling, 
an~ the pe1;1-ny-but the silver and the copper coins are only suibsidia~y 
coms, and 1t 18 fixed by law that each silver coin mu8t contain a certam 
quantity of silver, and exchange or be equivalent to a fixed quantity of 
go~d: A shilling always contài.ns -tfue -same quantity of silver, and twenty 
s!1ll1mgs_are always equivalent to one sovereign. Bnt to prevent the 
silver bemg melted in case o'f rise in vre1ue the silver for which the gold 
sovereign m~y De. exchanged would not in' reality purchase the <!fU!llll tity 
of gold co;1tamed m the sovereign. 'The same regnlations exist as t0 t-he 
copper cornage as regard8 silver. 
. A;1other ?ifficulty_ in establishing uniformity in the coinage of na-
twns 18 the d1ffer~nce m the alloy. Both gold and silver, when pure, ai,e 
very soft ~ud eas1ly worn away by use, and therefore a certain quantity 
of ~opper ~s aclded to give t'hese meta1s -t'he requisite hardness. In the 
Umted ~mgdom one-twelfth of alloy is used, that is a pound troy of 
gold cons1Sts -of twenty-two ·carats in twenty-four parts ·fine and two of 
all?y, 01' ·9'1 7 fine: A poun<ll trqy ,ofsi1ve"T con8ists @fl1 •ounces 2 penny-
we1ght_s of pure s1lve'r anél l'S _pe-n:nyweights of al-loy, or •!925 fine. ;[n o~her 
countnes the amo1mt df-aUoy usetl'is ·&ifforen·t. In France -anel 'the Umted 
r 
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States of America the proportion is nine-tenths pure metal to one-
tenth alloy. This is a question purely chemical. In both sil'ver and 
gold, the relation of nine-tenths and one-tenth is certainly as good, if 
not Tuett@, than. eleven-twelfths ancl one-twe1fth, ancl the only difficulty 
in changmg the alloy in gold is that of maintaining in circulation, 
at the same time, the coinage of two descriptions of fineness, whilst 
there would be · some difference in the colour which .an aclditional 
quantiity of aJl!loy gives to the g0lcl coin. VV e are glad to learn 
from Mr. Graham, }\'{aster of the Mint of the United Kingclom, 
that no practical c1.iffi.culty would be expei:iencecl in agreeing to the 
common rule of one-tenth alloy, ancl that in fact; at the Mint at Hong 
Kong, .the new dollar now being c0ine€l for use in the Ohinese market, 
will be nine-tenths fine. The resolution aclopted at the bst Oongress, 
on this part of the question, has thus rcceivecl a markecl illustration of its 
practical character. 
The state of the coinage in different countries may best be seen from 
the folfowing tabular statement, principally extracted from the Report of 
the British Oommissioners on Decimal Ooinage (see next ancl consecutive 
pages). 
The evi_dence and opinions here collected, con-fìrmed as they are by 
the expressed opinions of most of the members of the Oommission, may 
suffice to warrant the couclusious of the last Iuteruational Statistical 
Oongress. 1st. As to the general recommeudatiou of the decimal system 
of money and accounts, and, 2ndly. as to advisiug a common degree of 
-fìneness in gold and silver coins. They may serve also as an answer 
to the last questiou as to what inconveniences have resulted from the 
-changes in. any country in which the decimal system of coinage has been 
adopted. It seems to be almost universally admittecl that no clifficulty 
has been experienced and no practical inconveniences have been felt in 
effecting these changes. Many arguments have been producecl in favour 
of the adaption of the frane as a universal money unit basecl upon the 
Metric system, such as :-
1. Its very extensive use on the Oontinent of Europe, ancl its acloption 
by several nations in lieu of their former system, as in France, Belgium, 
Switzerlancl, Italy. 
2. The clivision of the frane into 100 parts allows of the greatest 
accuracy and minuteness in computations of small values, whilst, ifa new 
clenomination were given to the value of 100 francs, it woulcl greatly 
facilitate the comprehension of great money transactions; whether in 
trade or finance. The increase of commerce all over the world, the 
large amount of Goverument loans or fuuds, ancl the capitals of 
great commercial enterprises, all seem to require a unit even higher 
than the i, sterling, by which they cotùcl be more simply ancl briefly 
expressed. 
3. The largest denomination, 100 fr., might be called either a 
· sovereign, a royal, or imperial, or any other name preferred, in clifferent 
I 
I 
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REPOllT ON INTERNATIONAL 
Countries. Monles ol Account by Law. 
UNITED KrnaooM ••• Pouod 
= 20 shillings. 
= 240 pence. 
I.-PRESENT ANID FORME!l.il: 
,, 
Colns in Circulation by Law. 
Gold, 1 sovereign, ¼ sovereign. 
Silver, 5s., 2s. 6d., 2s. , ls., 6d., 4d., 3d. 
Copper, penny, hnlf-penny, farthing, 
Former Monies o! Account, 
-------f-------1-------------~-1------------- • 
FR.1.NOE ... ............ Frane Gold, 100, 58, 20, 10, 5 fra. Livre = 20 sous. ~ 
= 100 centimes. Silver, 5, 2, 1 fr. Sou = 12 deniers. 
60 20 cents. 
Coppe1·, 10, 5, 2, 1 c. 
IT.u.Y ............ ...... Lira di Piemonte Gold, 100, 80, 50, 40, 20, 10 fra. Piedmont: 
(or frane). Silver, 5, 2, I, &, ¼ fr. 
= 100 centimes. Mixed, 40, 20 es. 
1. Lira = 20 sola, 
sol = 12 deniers. 
Copper, 5, 3, 1 es. Sardinia: 
2, Lira= 20 sola. 
sol = 12 deniers. 
Lii:uria: 
3. Lira = 20 sola. 
sol = 12 deniers. j< I 
-------~-------1--------~-----e--------~----
B ELGIOM .... .. ...... Frane No gold coins. 
= 100 centimes. Silver;" 5, 2,, 2, 1 frs. 
50, 20 es. 
Copper, IO, 5, 2, I c. 
Fronch coina current. 
SWITZERLAND ...... Frane No gold coins. 
= 100 centimes Silvcr, 6, 2, 1 fra. 
or rappes. 50 es. 
Copper, 20, 10, 6, 2, 1 c. 
Gr.nuA?-i'Y ....... ... . Tbaler Silvcr, 1 thaler. 
= 30 groschen. Copper, groscben. 
NETIIERU NDS . ..... Guilder (florin) 
= 100 ccnts. 
= 200 ½-cente. 
No gold coins. 
Silver, 2½, 1, ½ fls.; 25, 10, 5 ccnts. 
Copper, l , ½ cents. 
1. Livre de gros = 20 schillings. 
schilling = 12 gros. 
gros = 8 deniers. 
denier = 3 mittes. 
2. l!11>rin = 20 sous. 
sou = 16 deniers. 
3. Florin de Brabant = 20 sous. 
son= 12 deniers. 
4. Livre tow·nois = 20 sols. · 
sol = 12 deniers. 
5. Florin dea Pays Bas = 100 cents. 
Ench of tbe 22 canton, had its own 
system, and consequently there ex-
isted a great varicty. Tbe princi-
pal were-
1. Frane = 10 batz. 
batz = 10 rappes, 
2. Ftorin = 60 kreutzer. 
k.reutzer = 4: deniera. ~::-. ., 
3. Crown = 25 batz. i'f 
(Monetnry convention, 1857.) 
V ereins Thnler. 
Guildcr = 20 stivers. 
Stivcr = 16 penninga. 
W EHl!mr s , Jl!:E ASl!JRES, AND C©INS , 
MON]ES AND 'il.'iEEErR V ALUES. 
I 
Comparative i Weigbtsand Values. Former Coins. Date of Cbange. Measurf's Decimal lntrinsic Value of Coius. 
I or No? 
I No. $ 1 = 113uh· grains .fine gold. = 7 ·3224 grammes do. 
Shilling = SOJ'r grains fine silver. 
l = 5·1310 gl'ammes do. 
81 livi·es = 80 frs. (lold, 48'24 linea. 11 Dee., 1193. Decimai. Frane= 4·5 grammes fine silver. , 
fSUver, 6·3 livre; 30, 15, 11 Aug., 1795. The metrica.I sys- = 69 ·4456 gra.ins do. 
24: , 1!2, 6 sols. 28 March, 1803. tem introduced in = ·2903 grammee fine gold, 
ICopper, 2, l sole. 1193. = 4·48036 grains do. 
2, 1 deniers. = 9·5156d. 
f.l = 25·2215 francs . 
......._ 
·-
:Gold, 120, 60, 24, 12, Piedmont Decimai, 1845 . Same as France. 
l . 100 = 118¾ of 6 lira. By the French, 
present. Silver, 6, 3, l ½, ¾ sols. 1793 ; 
\Coppe1·, 7, 6, 2, 6, 1, 5, suppressed 
2. 100 = 192 2 deniers. 1814 ; 
re-established 
Genoa and! Sardinia h ad 1816. 
3. 100 = 83! a.lso their distinct Genoa, 1826. 
cohrnge. Sardinia, 1842. 
l . = 12·69 frs. 43 coins were recognised By Napoleon, Decima!. :·French Silver same as France. 
as legal tenders by 1803. metrica! system, No gold. 
Act of 8 December, Suppressed in 1816. 
1824 ; a.mongst these 1816, 
2, = 2·1164 frs. were th e l ega! coins Re-eatablish ed 
of the N eth erlands. in 1832 . 
. 3. = 0·8571 frs,. 
· 4, = ty frs , 
5. == 2·1164 fra. 
l. Franc= l ·43 f. Gold, 2, 1, ½ louis-d'or. 1850-2. Mixed. Silver samc as France. 
2 F lor in=2·32 I 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, l½, Measures decima!. No gold. a: Crown= 3·57 2¼ ducata. Geneva, 184.0. Weights and liquid 
tSilver, 4 , 2, 1, ½ frs. m easw·es not de-
\ 2, 1, ½, ¼, ~ florin. cima.I . 
Adopted in 1835. 
iBesides these, French Enforced, 1857, 
and Germa.n coins eh·-
culate largely. 
I 
L 18Ci7. Austl'inn, decima!. Vereins thaler :luth of a 1 b. of silver. Other States, = 1~ Austrian florin . l thai. 30 grosch en. = l ¾ Rhenish fiOl'Ìn. 2 Convention thalcr piece, value 2 thalers in tha.ler cwTency, 3 in Austrian, and 3½ in South Ger-m an cw·rency. 
No change in 1Gold 16'5 guilds; Accounts, 1821. Decimai , 1821. Silver : 
vn.lue of unit. Silver, 3·3·0 ; 3; 1.10; Coins, 1851. Guilder= 9·45 grnm.mes fine silvel'. 
l ·8 ; 1 ; 2·2 ; 6·8 i = 145 ·83 grain.-:1 do. 
2·10; 0 ·12'8 ; 0·G·0 ; = 2·10 francs. 
0·5 ·8 ; 0·2; 0.1 ; 
No gold, Copper, 2 p. 
Besides mnny othe1· 
provincia.1 coins too 
numerous to mention. 
I 
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Present and Ji'ormer Monica 
Countries. Monies of Account byLaw. Colns in drculation by LMv, Former Monies ot ~ccount. 
PORTUGAL ............ Reis Decimai by faw, b~t ~ot yet issued. 
i OOO = l milreis Gold, l<Q, 5, 2, l milre1,. 
Notation- Silver, 500, 200, 100, 50 reis. 
1.000: 000 $ 000 Co~per, 20, 10 reis. 
The present eystem of account, ba, 
alway, exieted, with a duooecimal) 
syetem of coin,. 
$ representing English sovereign current by law at 4 
thousands1 milreis 500 reis, (:) millions 
( .·) thonsande oJ 
millions. 
Russa .............. . Ruble 
~ 1 
= 100 copeke. 
Gold, 10·30, 5·15, 3·09 . Bauco rubles = 100 copecke, 
Silver, 1·50, 1·75 rubles. A decimal system has alwayaexieted. 
76, 50, 30, 26, 20, 15, 10 copecks. 
Copper, 10, 6, 3, 2, 1, ½, ¼ c. 
GR&BOB ............... Drachme 
= 100 lepta. 
Gold, 2°0 dr. Ph=ix = 100 lepta, 
Silver, 5, 1, ,a, ¾ dr. 
UNITED STATES ... Dollar 
= 10 dimes. 
= 100 cents. 
=rooomills. 
Virtually only-
dollar = 100 
cents. 
Copper, 10, 5, 2, 1 lepta. 
Engliah, Turkieh, and French gold 
circuiate, at valuee fixed by !aw. 
Gold, 20, 10, 5, 3, 2½, 1 ds. 
Silver, 50, 25, 10, 5, 3 c. 
Copper, l c., ½ c. 
1. f. s. d. currency vnryiDg in va.lue 
~':no!:t 
0
1ifl:.ent State, to . the ~ 
2. Dollars and real,, the Spnnish 
coinage. 
II.-OAUSES OF CHANG!E 1 
I 
Countries. Causes of Changc. Inr.ouvcnienccs, if nny, of former System, and by what 
Classes felt. 
Rcasons for selecting tbc New 
System, 
FRA.NOE ...... ..... 1. A wiah for unity. It wns I. By a.li classe,. A marked preference fora deoi 
part of a grent system com- 2, 3; 5. The inconvenience of a mal system. . 
1. Ambassad?r, prisin~ wei_ghts and measures. non-decimai system felt by The adoption _or the umt :""'I~ 
2. llf. Chevalier. 3. To S1mplify the system of merchants nnd emplorts of connected w,th the metr1cnl · · 
3. M. Deles.sert. moniee, and perhaps .through finance. ~ system. ~ 
4, Commerciai hatrecl of existing order of 4. None. 
Agent. things. 
!i, M. St. Hilaire. 5. The confusion in the pro-
vinces, ancl a desire for uni. 
formity. 
ITALY ..... .... ...... The French introduced their Gre:it inconvenience was felt in The French occupatio_n, 8:°d 
system in 1793; this was sup- returning to the s.r:;tem which the constant intercourse with 
1. H.M. Minister pressed in 1814, but the habits cxisted before the Fl'cnch oc- France had rcndered tbe n~w 
at Tu.rin. contracted duriog the French cupa.tian~ money familiar to ~be pubhc, 
.2. Cattaneo, In- occupation, and thc evident and iàduccd the w1sh to as-
tendent of the adva.ntages of an uniform mo- similate the currency with tbat 
Mint. netary system, were tbe causcs of France. 
3. M. Despina, of its re-establishment. 
Inspector oJ 
Weights and 
Measures, Tu-
rin. 
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and thei?- 'Values ('continued) . 
ComparatiTc Pormer €otne. Date ot obange. 
WE:ighta aud 
~fensures fieclmal Jotrineio Vnlue or €oins. Valuea. or No? 
Silver, il ·OOO mllreis 29 July, 1854, .At p1•esent not Milreis= l ·6257 gramme, fine go!d. 
480,240, '1.20, 100,060, but not yet decimo.I. French = 25 · 089 grain, do. 
050 rei,. carried out. metrica! system = 53·28d. 
Copper, 020, 010, 005 to be established 
reis. in 1862. Silver coined as a token at the rate 
English good current. or 66 ·95d. per oz. or English 
standard sil ver. 
- 1 
2 banco rublo, Coins same as at pre- 18S9. Not decima!. Ruble= 17·99 gr:unmcs fine eilver. 
= 7 rubles. sent; but, to avoid = 277·62 graine do. 
agio, values ohanged. =4francs. 
Imperia!= 10·30 rublee. 
= 12 gramme, fine go!d. 
= 185·18 graine do, 
Ruble = 38·18d. 
Silver phamL'< and 30- 18 3. Decima! by law, Drachme = 4"0293 grammes fine 
93 phrenix = lepta piece. 1836 , but not in silver. 
100 drachme Turkieh coins current. use. = 62·18 grains do. 
Old Turkish sys. = 0·89o4 ffancs . 
tem in use. 
A mix.ture of English, 1785. Noi decima!. Dollar = 23'22 grains fine gold, 
Spanish, French, and Issues of coln 1795. Same as in England = 49·32d, 
Portuguese coins. The Continental 
Congrees early in Silver coined as a tok.'.en at 1•ate 
the revolut iona.ry of 63·36d. per oz. of Englieh 
war issued paper standard silver. 
money or which 
the dollarwas the 
unit. 
AND ITS RESULTS. 
Wa.s the cbnnge Bas it been effeotnal 1 
'Yrn:/~ii~\~g~~r? 1 
le tbc present u. System 
mare canvenient tban tbe 
compuleary o.od immediate ? farmer? 
For private personsthe chn.nge 2. Sou is still uscd by smnU 8. Popular wìth all , save a 1, 2, 41 5. Far more con-
was not obligatory. shopkeepers. I few. venient, especially in 
Thero were no penalties to 4. Everybody uses the new 3. Yes ; with lower classes keeping accounts. 
enrorce it till 1837. system; sou used instead! at first, but not at present. 3. Y es; except in small 
The introduction of the new 5. 
0fn5 ~~;~· parts of Frnnce,I~: \e~t with trnnsactions, for which coins wa.s very slow. ignorant a duodecimal system is 
The old system continued in Brittanny, and Auvergne, clnsses. preferred by many. 
use many yoars in pro- the old system has becn 
vinces-less so in Paris. preserved. 
----- The old system continucd in Unpopular with lower classes More convenient both in The chnnge was so far gra-
dual that the public had use concurrently with the at the outset, but they lnrge nnd small transac • 
been accustomed to it from new many years. At pro- uro gradually becominr, tions. 
the time of the F1·ench oc- sent, with cxception of the familiar wilh the ne: sums are more ensily di-
cupation. It was m:lde N overese and Ligurin.1 the system. vided, multiplierl., 01" 
compulsory in 1827, and cn- new is generally adopted. 2. 1 t caused no populnr dis. added up. 
forced by fine of 50 francs. At Genoa, lower classes o.nd turbance, and was received 
retail dealel's use old de- gonerally with case. 
nominntions, and sometimes 
m erchants' books are kopt 
in double columns. 
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Couutries. Causes of Changc. 
Inconveniences, ifany, 
of former g(a~~~':f:i~~ by what 
II.- Oausea oj Olia11!Je and 
Rensons for selecting tlie New 
Systcm, 
BRLGIIDI .. ....... 1. The Fl'ench introduced theit• Before 1803 there wcre at least Thc first system waa introduced 
system during their occupa- four different lega! aystema o! by the thc French for aake of 
1. Minister 
Brussels. 
at ti.on in 1803. In 1816, a.t the account. The inconveniences unity. 
2: Through T . 
Baringt• Esq., 
M.P. 
form&tion of the Kingdom ot were felt by ali classe,. The At the last change in 1832, the 
Netherlanda, the Dutch guil- , numùer of coins lead to con- French system was chosen, in 
der was adopted for the whole fusion a.nd complexity. Losses arder to facilitate commercia! 
country. At the separation of fell on working classes. relations with France, and in 
3. Through 
nister. 
Mi- Belgium in 1830, the ndoption There does not a.pperu.· to ha.ve arder to return to the princi-
ofa monetnry syetem was aga.in been any practical inconve- ple of unity wbich charac-
the subject of considern.tion. nience in the system that was terizes the French system._ 
adopted in 1816 to 1830. 
SwtTZERLAND •. l. The necessity of change, 1. The lower classes suffered L A change being decided on, 
caused by the circulation of from being compelled to ac- Switzerland was thought too 
1. Federa.I Coun- French and German coins at cept these coins a.t more than small a. country far a sepa.rn.rte 
cil. excessive values. The q uan- their value. systcm, nnd bad to cboose be-
2, Messrs. Mar- tity of base bullion current. 2. Inconvenience in account- tween French and German. 
cuard and Co., 2. The confusion of the different keeping of former system, and Her dealfugs with France were 
Berne. monetary systems of the can- in paying and receiving. the largest, and G eneva had 
3. M. Trumpler, tons. already adopted the Ge1•man 
Zurich. 3, The desire to have one kind sy,,tem. 
4. Capt. Pictet, of mon~y, that or one of the 
Conaul, Ge- neighbouring .State,. 
n·eva.. 
NETHERLA..l\'DS ••• l. A prevailing opinion that 1. Great confusion and inconve- The :fimin was retained a.s the 
the decima! system would be nience were experienced in unit, but was decimally di-
1. SirJ .H. Tw·ing, beneficiai far arithmetical having tao many coins of dif- vided ; the excellcnt working 
Bart.,Consul at purposes, & c. ferent practical values; felt in of the decimal system in 
Rotterdam. 2. The deterioration of the coin paying and receiving, and a]so France being acknowledged, 
2. J. Annesley, by unlowful practicea ( clip- in account keeping. a.nd the new mode of calcula-
Esq., Conaul at ping), and the greater conve - 2. Chiefly by labouring classes. .tion having been familiar, by 
Amsterdam, nfence of the decimal system. instruction at the public 
schoola. 
GREECE ...... ...... The phcenix waa adopted at the No lnconvenience was felt, as The phrenix did not contain tho 
separation of Greece from neither the phamix nor the legai quantityofsilver .. 
H.M. Minister at Turkey, by the Preaident Ca- drachme •ha.ve ever existed in 
Athena. podistrias. When the Go- quantities suflìcient to meet 
vernment was settled it waa the requlrements of trado. 
necessary again to fix on a 
monetal·y aystom. 
UNITED STATES .• • L The necessity a.od the consti- 1. The different value assigned 1. The people were familiar 
tutional duty imposed on Con- to the olù currcncy in thc se- with the Spanish dollar. The 
1. T.R.Snowden, gress of esta.blishing nn uni- vera! States which created decimal divi1,ion of it was the 
Esq. Director of form cw·rency for the States inconvenience and confusion1 result of an abstract preference 
Mini of U.S . a.t the separation of the Statcs and the complexity of a sys- far a decima! system. 
2. Edw. Everett from the mother country. tem which has an irregular 2. The dollar was not adopted 
Esq. '2. The unr.ertain valuation of ratio of m1.ùtiplication 1and di- from any pr.eference of the 
foreign coins which filled the vision. decima.I system, far it was not 
channels of circulntion, and Felt by ali c1asses in paying ::i11d so divided. 
thc superior simplicity of the receiving and account keeping. Tbe decimai system wns adoptcd 
decimal notn.tion. 2 . . All the inhcrent inconve- from considerations of conYe -
niences of the pound sterling nience and simplicity. 
and its subdivisions, with the 
additional complications of tbe 
':arious colonial currencies. 
lit 
\ 
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its Results ( continued). 
Was t,he Cbange I 
c01npulsoey and immediate ? Hns it bccn effectunl ? 
1s tbc present a Syatcm 
more convcnient tbao. tbc 
iorme.r? 
The ancient coins were gra- 1, 3. The change has not yet None of the changes appear 1. Far more convenient tha.n 
dually withdrnwn fl:om been radical and complete. to ha.ve been unpopu.lar. that anterior to 1800, as 
c.ircnlntion. Small sums connected with The country was already well in i,mall as in large 
The change was not ohliga.- country people's dailydea.l- accus tomed to the new accounts. 
tory for private transa.e- ings a~e reckoned in guild- system. There was no 2. The advantages of a de-
tions. ers, st1vers, or cents. commotion . cimai system need sca1·cely 
For a long time ev01·y one Cent is used by thcm to de- _ be pointed out. 
kept his accou.nts in the signate 2 centimes. 3. An uniform system has 
moneys hc prcferrcd with- 2. People are stili obligcd to been substituted for a 
out inconvenience, the dif- bave tablcs of reduction multiplicity of coins. 
ferent moneys being ,•alued of va.rious monies past and 
bylaw. present. 
-------
Each canton fixed - a day for 1. Ycs; with thc exccption 1. 'l'herc was, at first, an 1. The uniformity through-
the change, and prohibited of lowest classes in thc aversion on part of those out the cantone has ren-
the use of the old system. agricultu.ral districts where . cantone bordering on Ger- dered transactions far 
The old sJ stem continued to "batz" axe sti~ spoken of. many to use the French more easy, as is also the 
be in use at ca.ttle fairs and The _new system 1s expos~d to system, but it has gone case with France. . . 
markets till recently. th1s danger, that the sllver off, and people are well 2. 'l'he numerous subd1vi-
coi~age is being replaced satisfi.ecl. sions of the unit facilitate 
by French gold, which is 2. Popular because it was ama.li transactions. 
not "en rapport11 with the well understood. 
metrica! system. 
The change in accounts was 1. In popular la.nguage, L Tbc change was accom- Certainly more convenient 
compulsory and immediate, among tho lower cl:tsses plisbed w1thout unpopu- both in large and amali 
and enforced by la.w. . onl;y. The ~Id denomi- larity or uncasiness. pa.yments. 
Tbc old system wns entu·ely nat1ons are st11l used , l>ut 2. Rather unpopular with 
discontinued. rarely. unlettered and old; but 
The coius were cha.nged gra.· 2, Most effectual. t~is feeling has been tran-
dua.Jly. T~~t~~tch are for the most 
part opposed to innova-
tions. 
-----------1----------1----------+--------
Immediate and compulsory. Accoun~ are now univers:ùly The cbange was 
'.rhe use of old or 'fw·kisb kept 10: drachme and lepta, papula.i·. 
was under pena.Uy of fine e;"tcept rn someof the border 
a.nd confiscation; but, not- 'Y1llages ofNort!J.ernGrecce. 
withstanding this, ar.counts _The c_opper cows onJy ru·e 
were kept for severa! yenrs 1!1 ex1stence; no gold 01· 
in pinstres nnd paras. silvcr. 
clecidedly If the coin, really oxisted it 
would be very convenient; 
as it is, there is inconve-
nience, for tbc copper 
coinage only exists, and 
every denomination of fo-
reign coin circulates at 
va.lucs fu.cd by law. 
-~------·------- ------------a------- --
Cowpulsory ~md immediate 1. Effectual, as to abandon.- L T b c cbange was popular 1. Far moreconvenient. Tbc 
for all federa! cow·ts and ment of :f. sterling an~l use of with a.li classes , ùut not- unit is sufficient1y,lru·ge to 
offices. The law did not dollars and_ cents, bu~ not:1s withstanding the habits of be represented in a. gold 
0 
erate in r cspective State to use ofmills. Frac~1011~ of the pcople were very coin, _and its hundredtl1 
dovernments. '].'hese caJUe cents areexpresscù brnar1ly. slow]y supplanted, al - Jlill' t 1s small enough to 
to the aid of tbc Federal The old Spanish silver coin- though the adva.ntages of 1·epresent tbc least price 
Goverument by special le- age of k, ½, 1~,T of
1 
ti. 
1
dollar, t~e ncw system wcre una- at which i~ is desircd to 
'slation, but at intervals e~pre~smg2o, 12:i, G.-ccnts, 1~1,mou.sly c~~ceded. sell by 1:etml. . . . 
farying from two to twenty ~t1ll cucufate and ~re usecl 2. ~he s11nphc~ty a.nd beaut,r 2. There. 1s som_e trdli.ng in-
ears and consequently the rn market transact1ons. o! the decima! system convemence m the con-
t•Ll1ishment of the old 2. It w.1s grndually adopted wero immccliately felt by current popular use of tbc 
1
~und unit wns but slowly by the pcople, but onc oc- nll. 'l'be change not being binary divisious of tbc 
!rrectcd. casio_nall_y hears tbc old de- co?lpulso1·y could bave ag- dollar, but these are. in-
2 It w·i . compulsory on pub- nomrnat1011s, bcc:tuse wc gncved no onc. sUl ntly converted mto 
'uc 0fti~crs buton no others. retain the coins¼, ij , 1'rr ofa cents in the mind ofbuyer dollar. and seller. 
Shopkeepers more r eadily 
say two shillings a.nel six~ 
pence than 37} cents. 
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c0u11tries, provided the value remains the same. 
decima! system w0l!lld then be-
The royal 
The fra,nc 
The cent 
'Fhe internàtiona,l 
il.OOfr. 
Ur. 
·OJ!fr. 
It is to be noticecl that in the price currents in the British ma:rkets, we 
constantly fincl quotations made i11 shillings up to abnt filO shillings 0r 
100 francs. 
4. That as the Metric system ofi weights and measures is gradua1ly 
extending, it is evidently of importance that the value @f coins should! 
be expressed in weights of the system likely to be most popular and 
, best understood. 
5. The advantage which it has, ~n common with any other system 
which might be adopted for Olil.e universal currency, woru.d be the saving 
in the cost and risk of transfer ofthe precious metals from one co=try to 
another, and of the cost of constant recoinage; the rapidity of transfer of 
coins wherever needed by the exigencies of trade or finance without the 
delay of conversion into a new currency, and the time gai:ned in genera] 
and commercia! education. 
6. Lastly, the point which more especially conce1:ns this Statistica! 
Congress, is the great facility that would be given by this system for the 
study of the comparative statistics of all countries. 
But, notwithstanding all these arguments in its favour, we cannot hope 
to overcome the obstacles to the universal adoption of the Metrical or any 
one system of money. vVe may, however, venture to propose an alter-
native somewhat in advance of the conclusions of the last Oongress. Having 
agreed that the unit of money in each country sholùd be decimally sub-
divided, we might urge the importance of such slight alterations in the 
weight of the pure metal in current coins as would bring them under the 
lVIetrical system of weights, and would render them, by a simple multipli-
cation or division, excbangeable for current coins of other countries con-
taining corresponding weights of pure metal-gold or silver. Thus, as ~ 
an example, tbe English sovereign in gold, equa! to 20 shillings in silver, , 
contains 123·274 troy grains, with 1-12th alloy. Tbe pure gold, con-
sequently is 113·002 troy grains = 7·322 grammes. The gold N apoleon I 
of Ftance, equal to 20 francs in silver, weighs 6·452 grammes, with 
1-lOth alloy, containing 5·807 grammes pure gold, consequently-
5·807 20 . . 7·322 25·22 
To reduce the English sovereign to a weight of pure gold exaçtly 
equivalent to 25 franca in silver~ 
Grammcs. Grammea. 
25·22 25 7·322 7·258 
a reduction of about 64 centigrammes would be necessary. 
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On the other hand, to ra,ise 1¼ N apòleon in gold to the exact weight 
of the Ellg1ish sovereign 5·807 X 1¼ = 7·251il wouild require an addit-ion 
of 64 celiltigra,mmes of pu1:e g0ld t0 tib.e weight. 
Admitt1ng that, to suit the c•as·t0ms or convenience of differnnt na-
tions, m@re than one unit of money is desimble, we may yet agree to 
restrict them t0 a very amali ni\lID.Èler, a,nd that these should be con-
vertible, by a simple calculation, from one into the other. Thus, the 
frane, the florin, the doliar, and the ;t sterling might be allowed as units, 
the coins to be in ali cases nine-tenths fine, and decimaliy subdivided, 
and the weight of pure metal to be the equivalent weights in the 
Metric System. By multiplication or division by a single figure, and the 
pl'Oper placing of the decimai point, values to any amount in one of these 
monetary systems might then be reduced to the eq1ùvalent values in any 
ot~er of them, as shown in the foliowing comparison :-
EQUIVA.LRNT VM.UE. 
Coins. Weight. 
Weight 
!ll eterling. I 1 Dollar. I 1 Florin. I 1 Frane. ofpure 
metal. 
Multiplied by 
Grammes, Grammes. 
l<'ranc ......... 5· 4·5 ·04: ·2 ·4 -
Florin 
······ 
12·5 11·25 ·l ·5 
-
.!.!2 
4 Dollar ...... 25· 22·5 ·2 
- 2· 5· 
.t sterling. { (in gold, to be } - 5· 10· lJtJl adjusted) ... ... 4 
I 
;_ By this means the various countries would have such a choice of a 
money unit as might be found mo~t convenient for general use, or the 
habits of the people, and yet the greatest facility would be given in com• 
cercial calculations, and in providing a system of coins interchangeable 
in different countries. 
vVe have good authority for supposing that the English sovereign, 
now so extensively used as money of account, is likely to be greatly 
displaced by a coin which has always been popular. The doliar, which 
has always been much used in Eastern commerce, is about to be coined in 
the Mint of Hong Kong, and will, it is reasonable to suppose, be the 
principal current coin, as well as money of account, in the extensive trade 
with China. No doubt it will thence be largely used in the Indian com-
merce, so closely connectecl with that of China. To what extent it may 
eventually clisplace ,the English ;B sterling, especialiy if an equivalent 
o-old coin be introduced into this country, it is clifficult to say; but from 
the numerous countries in which the dollar, or a coin nearly eq11al to the 
:fìve frane piece of France, has been the leacling coin, it is likely to assume 
a very important position. It therefore becomes of the utmost conse-
quence to inquire if this new coin, a.nel others bearing the same name and 
nearly equivalent value, could not be, in ali cases, made of the same 
weight in silver às the five frane piece of France, viz., 25 grainmes of 
nine-tenths fine ap.d one-tentb alloy. (See Table, pages 34: and 35). 
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The selection of the unit, and the best means of introducing the new 
proposed coins, and making them current for their equivalent values in 
different countries, together with the very important questions whctber 
gold or silver should be the standard, ancl the relative value ofthe precious 
l_lletals silver and gold, colùd only be settled by agreement in a convention 
of delegates, such as Masters of the Mint or otber parties, skilled in these 
subj ects who should be appointecl by tbe varions governments to discuss 
~nd decide on the points in debate. 
Some infl.uential attempts bave alreacly been made to bring about the 
desired uniformity between two or more countries, but not on the 
enlargecl scale wbich tbe subject requires, nor witb the authority 
l,to, which the different governments would be disposecl to submit. In 
1857, the monetary convention was made between the German States 
of the Zollverein, when they decided upon fìxing the exact value 
of the Prussian, Rhenish, ancl Austrian coinage, ancl in coining the 
V erein thaler to have tbe same currency as tbe national coins òf eacb 
state. In 1858, the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America passed a resolution desiring the Secretary of tbe 
Treasury to appoint some Oommissioner to confer witb tbe proper func-
tionaries in Great Britain, in relation to some plan or plans of so mutually 
arranging on the decimal basis tbe coinage of the two countries as tbat 
the respective units shall be tbereafter easily and exactly commensurable, 
ancl Professor Alexander was appointed for that purpose. Tbe United 
Kingdom are on the eve of changing or considerably reformino- tbe 
entire .system of weights, measures, ancl coins, and any chano-e ~ade 
by tbe Home Government would necessitate _a conespondino-
0 
cbancre 
_in all ber vast colonies ancl clepenclencies. Europe has already O a 
.common system, and Russia ancl the N ortbern Scandinavian powers 
bave manifested their entire willingness to co-operate with other 
countries. 
In conclusion, as far as regarcls money, we beg to submit tbe following 
propositions for cliscussion or adoption by tbe Oongress :-
1. Tbat consiclering tbe clifficulty of obtaining tbe consent of all 
nations to one universal unit, tbe Oongress confines itself to re-
commend tbat tbe existing units of money be reduced to a small 
uumber, tbat eacb sbould be decimally subcliviclecl, and tbat the 
coins in use sbould all be expressecl in weigbts of tbe Metric 
system, ancl sbould all be of tbe same degree of fìneness, namely, 
-r'ì,tbs fine and -r\,;th alloy, ancl sbould be current by law, aucl inter-
cbangeable in a-11 tbc countries agreeing to tbis proposition. 
2. That from tbeir extensive use in commerce ancl in monetary trans-
actions, the ;E sterling, tbe dollar, tbe florin, ancl tbe fra.ne seem tbe 
units themost dcsirable to be recommcnded for universal adoption, 
cacb country not possessing one of tbese in actual use selecting 
tbe one most convenient for its own use. 
3. That tbe ;E sterling be made egual to 25 francs, to 5 clollars, ancl 
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to 10 fl.orins, the frane as at present being 5 grams in weight, and 
containing 4·5 gra,ms of pure silver. · 
4. That the clilferent Governments be invited to send to a Speci l. 
00ngress, delegates authorisecl to settle the relative weights of 
tne gold ancl the silver coins, ancl to arrange the dètails by which 
the monetary syst \;\m of different countries may be fixed, ancl the 
coins made current and interchangeable according to the terms of 
the preceding propositions. 
The subjects discussed in this report may not seem to bear a strictly 
statistic.al character . But they are so intimately involved in the stncly 
of international statistics that at the preceding Oongresses they have 
successively assmned a more important place in the programme. Some 
of the most prominent objects of I nternational :-:ìtatistics are to ascertain 
tb.e causes of the progress of nations ; to elicit what tends to the im-
. rirovement of their social c0ndition ; ancl to show the effect of removing 
restrictions upon commerce and national intercourse, by which the in-
dustry of every people may be utilisecl for the benefit of ali. One of the 
most efficient means to arri ve at these happy results must be the obtaining, 
as nearly as possible, uniformity in those elements of exchange, weight, 
measure, and valne, which, under the multifarious ancl cnmbersome 
systems in use, cause a vast amount of unnecessary labour ancl expense, 
and present constant impediments to commercial progress. If the en-
lightened men assembled from all parts of the world at this Oongress 
succeecl, either by force of their uniteél opinion, or by their inclividual 
infl.nence at home, in simplifying or reclucing to a few the numerous 
existing systems, they will not only give a great impetns to the stucly of 
comparative statistics, but will greatly promote that commercial ancl 
social intercourse which is the true interest of nations, ancl the most ef-
fe ctual boncl of orcler, harmony, and peace. 
P ROGRESS OF THE METRIOAL SYSTEM ON 'l'HE 
OONTINENT. 
AusTRIA. 'l'he Baron vou Ozoernig, Presiclent of the Oentral Statistical 
Oommission, Vienna, writing 5th August, 1863, to Mr. 
Samuel Brown, one of the H onorary Secretaries, says :-
" Depuis l' exposition qne j 'n;i fai te à L ondres l'anni'.:e passée, 
au Oomité présiclé par le Uomte de Fortescne (L ord Ebring -
ton), rien ne s'est passé de nouveau sur cet objet chez nous. 
Mais on prépare l'imrocluction générale du systeme métrique, 
sur laquelle j e ne manquerai pas de vous prévenir dès quc 
quelque chose se fì t dans la matière. En attendant , le sys-
c 
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'l.'he following Table shows the Cm·rent Coins of different Countries, which 
expressed in Gramvmes, and the Value in Fr~ncs (being 
Franco ... 
Belgium 
Ita!y ... 
Switzerland 
Austria ... 
COUNTRY. 
Lombardy (Ve_nice) .. 
Bavarin. 
Great Dritain .. , 
Denmark 
Spain ... 
Baden ... 
Brunswick 
Fl'ankfort 
Hamburg 
Heeae Cassel •.• 
Hesso Darmst•dt 
Nassau... .. . .. 
German Confederation 
e ;reece .. . 
Hanover 
Holland 
Portugal 
Prussia .. . 
Rame .. . 
Russia. .. . 
Sa.xony 
Two Sicilie, 
Sweden 
Norway 
Turkey... •. 
Wurtemberg ..• 
Egypt . . ... ... 
United State, of .America 
Mexico 
Guatemala. .. . 
New Grenada .. . 
Equador 
Chili ... 
Peru ... 
Bolivia ... 
R:::riay ... 
Inclia ( British) 
{ 
GOLD. 
Coms NEAJ\LY EQUA.I. TO THE SOVEREIGN OR NAPOLEON, 
Coins. 
Napoleon-20 Fl'ancs. 
5 Francs. 
25 
Doppia, 
Caro!in. 
Sovereign. 
Fl'ederic (1848). 
Doubloon ( 100 reale). 
10 Flori.ns. 
Pistole. 
Double Pistole. 
20 Drachmes. 
10 F!orins. 
Half-Couronne (5,000 reals). 
Frederic. 
Pistole. 
Half-Imperial. 
5 Thalers. 
100 Piastre,. 
New DoubÌe Sequin. 
5 Dollara. 
10,000 Reis. 
2 Pngodas. 
grammes. 
6·451 
1'612 
8·062 
6·320 
9·744 
7·181 
6·60 
8·336 
6•878 
6·650 
6·700 
5·760 
-6·729 
8·867 
6·682 
5·471 
6·545 
6·670 
7-191 
8·600 
8·358 
8·963 
5·832 
::ig ~f''t 
25 } 
·908 19·76 
·771 25·66 
·917 25·20 
·896 25'32 
·900 25·84 
•902 21·37 
·900 
·900 
·900 
·900 
•917 
·903 
·917 
·916 
·900 
·916 
·875 
·900 
20·50 
20•72 
17'82 
20'85 
28 ' 
20·78 
17·28 
20·66 
20·75 
22·68 
25·80 
25'91 
28·30 
18"41 
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correspond the nearest to one or other of the preceding Un-its, the Weig ht being 
the Equivalent Value of the Pure Metal contained the1·ein). 
SI LV E R. 
DOLLAR. FLORIN. FRANO. 
Coina. :;i ~ i i -a o: io !l Coln, Q Coin. Il " ;: ~ -; ~ ,;: ,;: ?-
grammee. francs. grammee. 
6 Fr'ancs. 25 
·900 6· Frane. 5· 
·900 l· 
{ Convention } 28·074 
·833 6·19 Florin. 14·032 ·833 2·60 20 Kreutzers. 4·33 ·900 0°86 Thaler. 
6 Livres. 25·986 ·900 5·20 3 Livres. 12•993 ·900 2·60 Lira. 4"331 ·900 0°86 { Convention } 28·064 
·833 5 -19 Florin. 10·606 ·900 2·12 Thaler. 
Crown. 28·261 ·925 5 ·81 11"300 ·925 2"32 Shilling. 5·650 ·925 1·16 Rix-thaler. 26·800 
·833 4·96 
Pe~-~ta. Dollar. 26·290 ·900 6·25 Half-dollar. 13"145 ·900 2·63 5·258 ·900 l ·05 2 Gulden. 21·212 ·900 4·24 
Rix • thaler. 28·064 
·833 5·19 
{Gulde~ or} 
F!orin. 10·606 ·900 2·12 
Rix-thaler. 29·233 ·889 5·78 
{Guld~n or} Thaler. 18·560 ·900 3'11 Florin. 10·606 •900 2 ·12 
2 Florina. 21·212 ·900 4·24 10·606 •900 2·12 
2 Th,;ier. 
10·606 •900 2·12 
37 ·120 ·900 7·42 
1 n,.;~hme. 5 Drachmes. 22·386 ·900 4·48 4·476 ·900 0·90 Rix-thaler. 29·213 ·878 5·70 
Zà Gulden. 25· ·945 5·26 Florin. 10·766 ·898 2·11 
6 TestollB. 12"500 ·911 2·65 2 Testone. 5· ·917 1·02 Rix-tb.aler. 22·2.n ·760 3·71 
{ \S~~do (~o} Scudo. 26·835 ·900 6·36 Half-scudo. 13°416 ·900 2·65 :uocchi). 5·360 ·900 1•05 
Rouble. 20·724 ·878 4·00 Half-rouble. 10·362 ·878 2·00 
Thaler. 22·271 ·750 3·71 
12 Carlini. '27·500 ·833 5·10 
Rix-th:ùer. 33·925 ·750 5·66 
Marc(t
0
Specie) Specie. 28·949 ·875 5·63 5·790 ·876 1·12 
20 Piastre,. 24·068 ·830 4·45 10 Piaetres. 12·034 · ·830 2·22 5 Piastres. 6 ·017 ·830 1·11 
RiX-thaler. 28·064 ·833 5 ·] 9 
:New Piastre. 24· ·830 4·40 
¼ D~Ìlnr. Dollar. 26·729 ·900 6·34 Half Dollar. 13"364 ·900 2·67 6·682 ·900 1•33 
Piastre. 27· ·903 5 ·41 
27 · ·903 5·41 
20 Ò~nts. 25· ·900 5· 50 Cents. 12·500 ·9 00 2·50 6· ·900 1· 
25· ·900 5 · 
25· ·900 6· 
27· ·903 
::: ! 
27· ·!)03 
peso'duro. 27· ·875 5 ·25 
z,ooo Reie . 25·4~5 ·Dl7 5 ·U) 1,000 Rcis. 12·747 ·917 ~-co 500 Reis. 6·373 "917 1 ·20 
Rupcc. ll•GJ1 i ·917 2·:n Fialf 11upce. G·S32 ·!)17 1·1s 
-. 
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I m 
teme métrique est en activité pour les monnaies ~dont l'uni~ ffi 
est le '' zollpfund" = ½ kilogram), pour les transports sur [e• ~ 
chemins de :fer et les bateaux à vapeur, et pour le paiemenl ~ 
cles droits_ de clo11ane cl,a~s l'impo;·tati,on ~~ l'ex~ortation p.e\ I 
marchandises. Ai,wun mconvénient ne s y est montré, p.a1 I 
meme gnand on a changé la sRbdivisim1 du fl.pri.n, qui aulmel !Zl. , · 
fois avait 60 kreutzer et a à présent 100 heutzer. Tout~ -
la popwlation, méme de la citmpagne, s'y est bfon viiiìeL-----,---1 
habituée." 
Bi>lrn . .. The éJount de Rìpalda, writing 1st August, 1863, to Mr; 
.Brown, on th.e progress of tb.e decimal sy;stem in Spain, says·: 
-" L'Ql·dre est donné, et la volonté d'u Gouvememen_t est 
sÌncère de l'établir. L es Oorps du Génie, d'Artillerie, de 
l'Adrnmi.stration Nationale Militaire, l'olilt déjà àdbpté, et je · •o 
crois que la Marine· de l'Etat àussi. La ve]lte de tèrres et 
de maisons,. des biens de l'Etat, sé fait pa,r hectares et raèfa•es 
carrés. Le Governement a acheté 600 ,collection~ de t)'iPeS 
de tonte classe, et i!l va en acheter plus, pom étaibfu· dans 
chaque ville import1),'nte des types de comparaison. La me-
sure 1i.nfale est d'éjà assez connRe, et meme celle du poi(Ì]ls, 
car clans les chemins de fer on paie par kilomètre et par kilo-· 
grammes. ,J e crois qu' on va mesurer les na-vires pall tom'les-
métriq·ues. On a publié et on vend des tabl~s de récluction 
des mesures ch1 pays à mesures mé,triques-, avec les_ réd1rn-
tions faites clepuis un à mille. En un mot, ,on marohe sin-
cèrnmeµt et €1écidé:ment à l'ado:pition d~1 systlJ/ne décima1, q1i i 
fera le tour d\1 monde, malgré l'opposition .de l'igno.ralilce, 
,omm, lo fornot >»tes lc, aou I"' idéee pI,ilosoQhi '"" et lrnmanitaires." · 
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